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Abstract 
IMAN is an open-source R package that offers users to reconstruct Interlog Protein Network 
(IPN) integrated from several Protein-protein Interaction Networks (PPIN). Users can overlay 
different PPINs to mine conserved common network between diverse species. Currently 
STRING database is applied to extract PPINs with all experimental and computational interac-
tion prediction methods. IMAN helps to retrieve IPN with different degrees of conservation to 
employ for better protein function prediction and PPIN analysis. 
 
Availability: IMAN package does not require any registration and is freely available at 
http://bs.ipm.ac.ir/softwares/IMAN or http://jafarilab-pasteur.com/content/software/IMAN.html. 
Contact: mjafari@ipm.ir  
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online. 

 

1 Introduction  
Nowadays, technologies have provided access to tremendous amount of 
interactions at the molecular level. The study of these interactions, 
interactome, endeavor to model cellular and molecular events (1, 2). 
Among these interactions, protein-protein interactions (PPI) are signifi-
cant due to functional and structural description of executive molecules 
i.e. proteins. However, PPI detection and prediction methods are still 
entangling with reducing false-positive and –negative interactions (3, 4). 
In addition to improvement of experimental and computational methods, 
data integration is the best solution overall. STRING (5), BioNetBuilder 

Cytoscape app (6), IMP 2.0 (7), PINALOG (8), HIPPIE (9) are using this 
solution to reconstruct and refine PPI networks (PPIN). Recently, an 
evolutionarily conserved network with communal nodes and less false-
positive links, Interlog Protein Network (IPN), was introduced as a 
benchmark for the evaluation of clustering algorithms (10). IPN clears 
up the arisen and remained interactions during evolution and help to 

excavate the remnants of ancestor PPIN (10-14).  In this study, we pro-
vide a freely available R package to integrate several PPINs and retrieve 
IPNs.  

2 Methods 
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The Interlog protein network reconstruction, Matching and ANalysis 
(IMAN) package will enable users to define any arbitrarily list of pro-
teins with their UniProt accession number, and seek for evolutionarily 
conserved interactions in the integrated PPIN. This package allows us to 
define any list of proteins for up to a maximum of four species and takes 

arbitrary arguments for different alignment purposes. Briefly speaking, 
the method takes the following steps to accomplish this goal. First, the 
intra species similarity of the given lists of proteins is searched to find 
paralogs and prioritize the lists based on Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. 
Second, the proteins in each species are aligned with the proteins of the 
other species using the well-known Needleman-Wunsch algorithm to 
find orthologs. The results of this alignment are stored in a score matrix 
and the proteins having the identity score above a threshold are selected 
for further processing. These are orthologous proteins sets (OPSs) of 

four species and are assumed to conserve common sequence during the 
evolution. Third, we map the UniProt identifier of OPSs to STRING for 
each species individually. Then the network of these proteins is retrieved 
from the STRING based on the version and selected criteria which is 
provided by the user. The user can choose to run the algorithm for differ-
ent versions of STRING and also change the cut-off value for selecting 
PPI in STRING database.   
At the fourth stage, which is critical in conducting the final interlog 
network, we arrive at 2, 3, or 4 different STRING networks depending 

on the number of species and protein lists which user had provided at the 
first stage. We have also gathered OPSs which will be considered in the 
final calculation. If the orthologous proteins in OPSs for each of the 
species is detected as connected nodes in their corresponding STRING 
network for that specific species then there would be an edge between 
these two entries of OPSs in the IPN. In our algorithm, it could be possi-
ble to define number of connected proteins pairs in each OPS pair 
(termed as “coverage”) to reconstruct an edge of them in the IPN. For 
more details about the algorithm please refer to (10, 15).  

3 Results 
In this section, we will discuss the functions, required parameters to run 
the algorithm, the outputs of functions, and the estimated time of running 
for some lists of proteins.  

3.1 Package functions and the arguments 

IMAN package consists of several functions responsible for matching 
analysis and integrating networks. On top of the R generic and user 
developed functions, the main functions are IMAN2, IMAN3, and 
IMAN4. The required parameters in each function are nearly identical 
and the encouraged reader is referenced to the prepared manual for fur-
ther reading. Here we will briefly explain the different required parame-
ters in each function. At the first stage, it is needed to provide 2, 3, or 4 
lists of proteins when running each of the IMAN2, IMAN3, or IMAN4 
functions, respectively. These lists identify the UniProt identifiers of 

each protein and are considered to be of character type in R statistical 
software. Four integer values will determine the taxonomy id of each 
species and should be provided as List1_Species_ID up to 
List4_Species_ID, respectively. An identity value (identityU) for the 
purpose of selecting homologous proteins should also be provided. This 
argument is a real value between 0 and 100. The score_threshold argu-
ment will determine the score used in the STRING database for selecting 
protein-protein interactions. STRINGversion will define the version of 
the STRING database which will be downloaded through the internet 

automatically. The coverage value will determine how conservative the 

IPN algorithm should be (Fig 1). In the other word, with more coverag
we obtain more conservative and consensus IPN. InputDirectory is a
arbitrary argument which will help the users to run the functions in o
fline mode if the algorithm has already been run for the same parameter
before and the required information is downloaded.   

3.2 IMAN’s output 

The IMAN’s output is the same for the 3 functions. After running eac

function, the following outputs are generated: an IPN edge list determin
ing the interaction between each element in OPSs and its corresponding
graph, OPS which contains the labels and proteins of each species, an
based on the number of protein lists given by the user the corresponding
PPIN, retrieved from STRING database, is provided as well. Supplemen
tary File 1 provides the output for an example list. 
 
 
Fig1. The IPN and the effect of coverage parameter. The algorithm found the IPN

for the four given lists of proteins. These lists were provided in the supplementar

file. Their graph is depicted for different coverage values: a) coverage = 1, b

coverage = 2, c) coverage = 3, d) coverage = 4. 

 

3.3 Performance test 

We ran our algorithm on lists having different number of proteins. Ta
ble1 demonstrates the required time in the minute scale in each scenari
for the algorithm to generate the results on a PC equipped with Inte
Core-i7 at 3.70 GHz, 32 GB of RAM. The running time will highly

depend on the time that takes for the STRINGdb package to retrieve th
STRING network.  

Table 1. Performance result of IMAN. IMAN’s functions were performed on a 

PC equipped with Intel Core-i7 at 3.70 GHz, 32 Gb of RAM installed, running on 

64bit architecture.  

IMAN Number of Proteins in each list Running time (min) 

  2 100 - 120 ~ 10 
  3 100 - 120 - 125 ~ 22 
  4 100 - 120 - 125 - 150 ~ 35 
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